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Solution plasma has been used in a variety of fields such as nanomaterials synthesis, the degradation of harmful substances, and solution analysis. However, as existing methods are ineffective in generating plasma over a large surface area, this study investigated the contact glow discharge electrolysis, in which the plasma was generated on the electrode surface. To clarify the condition of plasma generation, the effect of electrolyte concentration and temperature on plasma formation was studied. The electrical energy needed for plasma generation is higher than that needed to sustain a plasma, and when the electrolyte temperature was increased from 32 to 90 °C at 0.01 M NaOH solution, the electric power density for vapor formation decreased from 2005 to 774 W/cm². From these results, we determined that pre-warming of the electrolyte is quite effective in generating plasma at lower power density. In addition, lower electrolyte concentrations required higher power density for vapor formation owing to lower solution conductivity. On the basis these results, a method for large-area and flat-plate plasma generation is proposed in which an initial small area of plasma generation is extended. When used with a plate electrode, a concentration of current to the edge of the plate meant that plasma could be formed by covering the edge of the electrode plate. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4926493]

I. INTRODUCTION

The large number of papers published over the last few years on atmospheric plasmas in liquids emphasizes the increasing interest in this field of plasma physics and chemistry.1–3 Various types of plasmas in liquids, including direct current (DC),4–11 high-frequency,12,13 microwave,14 and pulsed15–17 plasmas have been reported. Plasma in liquids is currently being investigated for application in a variety of fields such as analytical optical emission spectrometry,10,18,19 nanoparticle synthesis,3,4,8,15,16 hydrogen production,20,21 polymerization,20,21,22 and decomposition of dissolved harmful substances.6,9,23–25

The conventional gas phase plasma has been measured using various diagnostic methods6,27 including electrical measurement, optical emission spectroscopy (OES) containing broadening of a spectral line, Langmuir probes, and irradiation of laser. For laboratory-scale plasma in liquid, the applicable diagnostic method is limited because of the small size of plasma and influence of surrounding liquid. Due to the limited accessibility to active plasma, OES is often used as a diagnostic tool to investigate solution plasma. Typically, the strong emissions of Hα (656 nm), Hβ (486 nm), as the Balmer atomic hydrogen lines, OH A ²Σ*-X²Π (0, 0) band (300–320 nm), and O (777, 845 nm) are detected.13,28–34 By analyzing these emission spectra, we can estimate the excitation temperature, rotating temperature, and current density.

To produce nanomaterials, various types of solution plasma have been employed.1,3,8,35–38 From the viewpoint of electrode configuration and power source, solution plasma techniques can be subdivided into four main groups:

(i) Gas discharge between an electrode and the electrolyte surface.
(ii) Direct discharge between two electrodes.
(iii) Contact discharge between an electrode and the surface of the surrounding electrolyte.
(iv) Radio frequency (RF) and microwave (MW) plasma in liquid.

In this study, we have investigated the (iii) contact discharge. When an anode is placed above the surface of an electrolyte and a high DC voltage is applied between the anode and an electrode immersed in the electrolyte, glow discharge occurs between the anode and the surface of the electrolyte. The electrode under such conditions has been named the ‘glow discharge electrode’ (GDE, group i) by Hickling and Ingram, who studied light emission from GDEs.39 When both electrodes are immersed in an electrolyte, plasma is sustained between one electrode and the surrounding electrolyte, and this phenomenon is referred to as contact glow discharge electrolysis (CGDE, group iii). The formation of the plasma layer can be explained by the heating of the solution near the electrode. Because the high current density causes intensive heating at the low-surface-area electrode, the solution near the cathode is heated to its boiling point, and a gas layer containing hydrogen gas and steam is generated. Once the gas layer is generated, the current decreases. Under high voltage, the formed gas layer causes plasma discharge accompanied by light emission.

The need for effective solution plasma generation over a large surface area has increased recently owing to its many potential applications. The main parameters of this system consist of the applied voltage, current, electric power, electrolyte conductivity, and electrolyte temperature. Electrolysis is generally performed in the constant voltage...
(CV) mode. Therefore, the current and electric power depend on the voltage, electrode surface area, and conductivity. When the electrolyte concentration is increased, the solution conductivity increases, and consequently, the current increases in the CV mode. In addition, a larger electrode surface area requires a higher current to generate plasma. The solution temperature also affects the plasma generation. To control plasma generation via glow discharge electrolysis and apply it to a larger surface area, an understanding of the relationships among the conductivity, electric power, and current has become very important. However, despite their importance, the relationships among these parameters have not been well understood. In this study, the electric power and voltage required for plasma formation were investigated at different electrolyte temperatures and concentrations. On the basis of the obtained results, we examined the plasma formation method for large electrode surface areas and a flat electrode plate.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

As reported previously,40,41 the experimental setup consisted of two electrodes in a glass cell with a capacity of 300 ml, as shown in Fig. 1. A nickel wire of diameter 1.0 mm and purity 99 mass% (Nilaco, Tokyo, Japan) was used as the cathode. The cathode was shielded by a quartz glass tube to obtain an exposed length of 14 mm; the exposed part functioned as the actual electrode. A platinum wire of length 1000 mm, diameter 0.5 mm, and purity 99.98 mass% (Nilaco) was used as the anode; this wire was bent into a half-round mesh and fixed in a glass frame. The distance between the two electrodes was kept at 30 mm. The electrolytes used were NaOH solutions with concentrations of 1.0, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 M. The solution was stirred at a rate of 500 rpm and heated from room temperature to around 95 °C using a magnetic stirrer with a hot plate. The solution temperatures were recorded at two different points every 5 s using a polymer-coated thermistor thermometer (Ondotori TR-71Ui, T&D, Nagano, Japan). Owing to the agitation, the temperatures at thermistors 1 and 2 were almost the same. From the temperature obtained at the two measurement points, the average temperature of the solution was calculated.

The power source was an 800-W DC power supply (ZX800H, Takasago, Tokyo, Japan) with a voltage range of 0 to 640 V. Table I shows the applied voltages, which were chosen on the basis of a previous study.32 During electrolysis, a voltmeter was used to measure the electric potential difference between the electrodes. The current flow was analysed using a current probe. An oscilloscope (DL850, Yokogawa, Tokyo, Japan) with a sampling rate of 1/50,000 s was used to record the data. Light emission from the plasma was measured using a visible-light spectrophotometer (USB 2000+, Ocean Optics) with an observation range from 200 to 850 nm.

For plasma generation on a large surface area, a Ti electrode 1.0 mm in diameter was placed in a glass cell (capacity 300 ml) with a cooling jacket. The upper and lower parts of the Ti electrode were shielded by the quartz glass tube, and the plasma generation length was kept at 10 cm. The counter electrode of Pt wire was placed so that it surrounded the Ti electrode. The temperature of the 0.1 M NaOH electrolyte was controlled by a closed cooling water system. We generated plasma on a flat metallic plate using a quartz glass holder to cover the entire surface of the cathode electrode plate except for a hole in the plate 14 mm in diameter, as shown in Fig. 8.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of electrolyte concentration and temperature

The current–voltage (I–V) curves at each temperature in the 0.1 M NaOH solution are shown in Fig. 2. The inset shows a photograph of the plasma that was generated on the cathode electrode. When the voltage was increased, the current first increased and then decreased. Below 1.3 V, no current flowed because electrolysis of water did not occur. The linear current increase corresponds to the occurrence of electrolysis of water, wherein the current increases with the voltage in accordance with Ohm’s law. The gradients of these curves depend on the conductivity of the solution. When the solution temperature is increased, the conductivity decreases, causing an increase in the current. Because the thermal loss is concentrated at the cathode/solution interface, the solution near the cathode is heated to the boiling point, and a gas layer consisting of steam is generated.4,5,6 Once the gas layer is generated at the surface of the cathode, the current cannot increase any further, and it decreases because the cathode electrode and the solution are no longer in contact. If the voltage is sufficiently high, a discharge with intense light emission begins in the gas layer. Regarding the current

![Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup. Solution temperatures were measured at two different points by thermistors.](image-url)
curves, the current at the vapor formation point decreased with increasing solution temperature because the solution near the cathode was easily heated to the boiling point of the solution at higher temperatures. According to the literature, when the solution temperature is near boiling (95°C), the lower energy requirement to vaporize water enhance boiling, and a low electric field is sufficient to form steam bubbles and initiate discharge.43

The vapor formation near the cathode electrode was caused by the Joule heating which depended on the electrode configuration, electric field, and electrolyte conductivity. Based on the cylindrical coordinate system, the electric field \( E \) between cathode and anode electrodes can be written as the following equation:5

\[
\vec{E} = \frac{V_2 - V_1}{\ln\left(\frac{r_2}{r_1}\right)} \times \frac{1}{r} \vec{u}_r,
\]

where \( V_2 \) and \( V_1 \) are the electric potentials at the anode and cathode, \( r_2 \) and \( r_1 \) are radii of anode and cathode, \( r \) is the point radius, and \( \vec{u}_r \) is the radial vector in the cylindrical configuration. The Joule heating flux, given \( \Phi = \sigma \times \vec{E}^2 \), is concentrated around cathode. Therefore, the vapor is initially formed around cathode. When the electrolyte conductivity \( \sigma \) is low, the higher electric field is required for constant Joule heating flux. From Eq. (1), the distance between anode and cathode electrodes also affect to the electric field. To investigate the detailed analysis of vapor formation, we should consider the agitation effect and heating loss.

The light emission spectra from Ni electrode at different electrolyte concentrations were investigated at around 60°C. For different concentrations of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 M, the light emission intensity increased with increasing voltage, which means that the net area of the discharge increased with increasing voltage. Figure 3 shows spectra observed from the electrode. Emissions of OH A \( \Sigma^+ \rightarrow X^2\Pi \) (0, 0) band (309 nm), \( \text{H}_2 \) (656 nm), and \( \text{H}_\beta \) (486 nm) as the Balmer atomic hydrogen lines, the, and O (777 nm) were detected. The strong emission of Na (589 nm) was derived from the NaOH electrolyte solution. The emission lines of 341, 357, 362, and 386 nm corresponded to Ni as electrode material. These obtained peaks agreed with the other solution plasmas.7,34 According to the literature, there are two major possible path ways of water dissociation, electron impact, and thermal dissociation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{e}^- & \rightarrow \text{H} + \text{OH} + \text{e}^- , \quad (2) \\
\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{M} & \rightarrow \text{H} + \text{OH} + \text{M} . \quad (3)
\end{align*}
\]

In the solution plasma, glow-like partial plasma changes to the full plasma with high electrode temperature.44 In the case of full plasma with thermal dissociation, thermal radiation is strongly emitted from the electrode with the red color. From the emission spectra in Fig. 3, the thermal radiation was not observed. Therefore, the temperature of the Ni electrode was kept to be low, and the water dissociation was occurred by electron impact described at Eq. (2).

![FIG. 2. Current–voltage curves at each temperature in 0.1 M NaOH. The vapor formation point is the highest point on the current curve. Inset shows a photograph of the electrode at 61°C.](image1)

![FIG. 3. Spectra from the electrode at different electrolyte concentration.](image2)

![FIG. 4. Relationship between the electric power density for vapor formation, \( W_v \), and solution temperature. Low electrolyte concentrations required high electric power density. The power density at vapor formation decreased with increasing solution temperature.](image3)
In this study, the electrolyte concentration was varied from 0.01 to 1.0 M, and the solution temperature was varied from 30 to 95°C. Under all conditions, discharge plasma accompanied by light emission was observed. For all concentrations, the current at the vapor formation point decreased with increasing solution temperature. From this result, we clearly observe that the highest electric power is required for vapor formation. Once the plasma is generated, the electric power can be reduced to sustain the plasma. In addition, the electric power corresponding to vapor formation decreases with increasing solution temperature; this implies that pre-warming of the solution can effectively decrease the electric power density required to generate the plasma. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the vapor formation power density $W_v$ and solution resistance when solution temperature was 95°C.

FIG. 5. Relationship between electric power density for vapor formation, $W_v$, and solution resistance when solution temperature was 95°C.

Table II summarizes the experimental results for generation and maintenance of the plasma at 95°C. Because the maximum voltage was chosen arbitrarily, the power density required to maintain the plasma was changeable. At around 95°C, $W_m$ was 80–160 W/cm². From Table II, we note that $W_v$ is considerably larger than $W_m$, and the lowest $W_v$ value is 194 W/cm² for a concentration of 1.0 M, at which the current increased to 14.4 A/cm²; this current density is also the highest value observed.

B. Plasma formation over large area and flat plate

As mentioned in Sec. III A, $W_v$ is greater than $W_m$. This result suggests that a higher electric power and larger current are required only to initiate the plasma under certain fixed conditions. For instance, an electric power of 850 W and current of 10.6 A are required to maintain the plasma at an electrode with a plasma area of 10 cm² at a NaOH concentration of 0.5 M, as listed in Table II. However, 2260 W of power and 120 A of current are required for plasma generation alone. Compared to the value of 10.6 A of current required to sustain the plasma, the initiation current of 120 A is fairly large. To resolve this problem of the large electric power and current required at the instant of plasma generation, we propose a method for increasing the plasma area at lower values of the electric power, as shown in Fig. 6. First, the area for plasma generation is limited to a small area. Second, we apply a voltage to initiate plasma generation. Subsequently, we increase the plasma area. To control the net area of the heating of the solution also requires energy. When the 300 ml solution is heated from 30°C to 95°C, the input energy is calculated to be 76 kJ. The power density for maintaining the plasma was 113 W and 30 W at 30°C and 95°C, respectively. The break-even point of the input energy was calculated to be 15.2 min. In the case of this experimental condition, the pre-heating of the solution reduces the total input energy when the plasma continues over 15.2 min. These values strongly depend on the experimental configuration.

After vapor formation, the current becomes constant, and the discharge plasma is stably maintained. The power density $W_m$ required to maintain the plasma is obtained as the product of the average current and voltage during electrolysis via the following equation:

$$W_m(W/cm^2) = \frac{\text{Average current (A)}}{\text{Voltage (V)/Surface area (cm}^2}).$$  (4)

Table II summarizes the experimental results for generation and maintenance of the plasma at 95°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte concentration (M)</th>
<th>Vapor formation</th>
<th>Maintaining plasma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (V)</td>
<td>Current (A/cm²)</td>
<td>$W_v$ (W/cm²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. Experimental results for vapor formation and maintenance of plasma at 95°C.
plasma, we vary the electrode position or its height in the solution. Using this principle, we designed a prototype cell to generate plasma over a large surface area. Figure 7 shows a schematic illustration and photograph of the experimental setup for plasma generation over a large area. We used 300 ml of 0.1 M NaOH solution as the electrolyte. In this experiment, the current was 5 A, and the electric power was around 750 W. Compared to the heat loss of the glass cell, the heat generated by the plasma was sufficient to boil the electrolyte. To avoid boiling of the electrolyte, the cell was cooled by means of a cooling jacket in which water was circulated by a cooling system with a capacity of 1200 W. To extend the plasma, we added pre-warmed electrolyte to the glass cell after generating the plasma over a small area. The area of plasma generation was subsequently increased to 3.14 cm² at a current density of less than 1.6 A/cm². This procedure is quite effective for generating plasma over large surface areas, and it is applicable not only to wire electrodes but also to plate electrodes.

Plasma was generated on a flat metallic plate using a quartz glass holder. When the uncovered metallic plate was directly immersed in an electrolyte, the discharge occurred primarily at the edge of the plate because the current tends to concentrate on the edge of the electrode. A quartz glass holder was used to limit the area of plasma discharge on the electrode plate by covering its entire surface except for a hole on the plate 14 mm in diameter, as shown in Fig. 8. The photograph shows the plasma generation when the electrode was a Ni plate under an applied voltage of 190 V. After we started the discharge, the quartz glass holder was gradually immersed in the pre-warmed electrolyte to extend the plasma. We believe that these findings can contribute significantly to the upscaling and development of discharge electrolysis processes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the effect of electrolyte concentration and temperature on plasma formation was studied. A higher electrolyte temperature is effective for decreasing the electric power density required to generate the plasma. At an electrolyte temperature of 95 °C, an electric power density of 190–550 W/cm² is required for plasma generation. In addition, lower electrolyte concentrations required higher electric power density for vapor formation owing to lower solution conductivity. To generate plasma over a large electrode surface area, the area of plasma generation can be extended after plasma is generated over a small area. Plasma can be formed on a flat plate by covering the edge of the electrode plate.


